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Ramblings from the Rectory 
 

It’s almost a year since we were able to move into the rectory and 
we are incredibly grateful for all the renovations that took place beforehand, so 
it seems appropriate to give you an idea of the many things that go 
on in this wonderful house. 
 
In addition to regular activities such as clergy and vestry meetings 
and refreshments after weekday masses, our rooms have been put 
to a huge variety of uses: Lent talks, Julian Group meetings, clergy 
fraternals, a diocesan study day, a choir ‘boot camp’, home education 
groups and carbon conversations facilitated by the university transitions 
team. We’ve had large numbers of people to stay, many friends and 
family but also Bishop Cyril from Ghana who preached at All 
Saints’ in July and Rev Prof June Boyce Tillman who led two work-
shops here, one on Hildegard of Bingen and one on the spirituality of mu-
sic. We’ve also had longer-term house guests. Dr Gisela Kreglinger 
lived here for two months while preparing for her book tour in the 
US, and we currently have an artist in residence, Angela Allaway. 
 
Considerable numbers of students also spend time in the Rectory. Justlove 
meets here regularly. They are an inspiring Christian group that emphasise 
ethical living and social action. Members of the Kellie Consort 
(imported from the Royal Conservatoire in Glasgow) stay here 
whenever they are rehearsing or performing in St Andrews. Rachel 
(choir) stayed during the summer while she was rehearsing with 
the G&S society for performances at the Edinburgh Festival. Other 
students just like the chance to escape their halls of residence and 
enjoy a family meal or a quiet conversation. 
 
At a practical level, we have still yet to unpack all our boxes or redecorate 
all the rooms but we are making progress. The windows on the 
staircase now have removable secondary glazing and other rooms will 
follow, hopefully before the winter temperatures bite. 
 
It’s a great privilege to be able to offer space to people, whether it’s 
for a short holiday, a glass of wine or silent prayer. By 2017 we 
should be able to consistently offer warm spaces to all our guests in 
a more environmentally friendly way. 
                                                                                      Alasdair, Lil & Family 
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From the Rector:- 
Counting Beans: resourcing ministry  

in the third millennium 
 

Even with a background in Physics and Mathematics, the financial implications 
of Christian ministry have never enthused me enormously. Former colleagues 
in the Works Department at St Paul’s in London used to tease me 
that the Works Staff made the money, by maintaining the fabric of 
the Cathedral, whereas the clergy merely spent it. There was some 
truth in that, especially with clergy who succumbed to a spirit of entitlement 
and what Bishop Richard Chartres referred to as folie de grandeur. 
 
While the western world seems to display an ever-increasing enthusiasm 
for reducing meaning to a numerical value, the Church does very 
well to ‘kick against the goad’, by cherishing those parts of God’s 
creation which fall through the gaps of our materialist-consumerist 
culture. The Works staff valued that too: they would leap to fix the domestic 
problems of residents of Amen Court (the ‘Cathedral Close’) who 
took an interest in them as people, and make some of the more senior 
people wait a week or so. 
 
Despite the clarity with which the Gospel calls us to prioritise service 
over seeking personal advantage, giving over receiving, we must use 
some hard-nosed techniques to ensure that the spirit of service can 
continue to be efficiently resourced at All Saints’. I am enormously 
grateful to Liz and Trevor Sidebottom who have turned over many 
stones during the last year in order to dispel the mists of uncertainty 
and help us to plan our resourcing more effectively. This process 
would also seem to be a Gospel imperative since the Lord makes 
clear remarks about planning and funding at Luke 14.28 onwards. 
 
Trevor has recently handed over particular responsibility for finance to 
Ian Palfrey. But Vestry has agreed with us that it is healthy for our wor-
shipping community to circulate from time to time a little more in-
formation about giving than the figures which appear in the annual 
accounts. 
 
Some reformed churches are in the habit of publishing the numerical 
giving of individuals and families each quarter or so. Fear not! That 
seems overly intrusive to us. However, I’m grateful to Ian for passing 
me anonymous figures to help illustrate the ‘shape’ of our principal 
giving as a congregation.  
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The graph above shows the distribution of Gift Aid donations towards 
the general mission of All Saints’ in the year 2014. These donations understandably 
fell in 2015 due to the redirection of giving towards the refurbishment 
of the Rectory and, until the reclaiming process is complete, we 
won’t have the figures for this year. However, it shows that, for example, 
eighteen people were giving between £500-999 in 2014; four people 
gave between £2,000-3,000. 
 
To make these numbers a little more tangible, a daily paper for the 
year might cost around £350, while a shop-bought coffee on weekdays 
over the year would amount to about £650. 
 
Giving is a very personal thing and it is clear that many people are 
hugely generous and sacrificial in resourcing All Saints’, not just 
financially. While we are working to control expenditure as creatively 
and efficiently as we can, the end of a calendar year is an excellent 
time at which to think, reflect and pray about how we support the 
church’s work in the coming years so that, as someone puts it, ‘we 
give God what is right, not what is left’.                       Fr Alasdair Coles 
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Synod Report  
1.      Church in Society matters 

The Church in Society Committee brought a number of motions to Synod, 
some of which call for action on the part of dioceses and congregations.  

 

A.       Refugees 
 

Synod engaged with a number of presentations regarding work in Scotland 
with refugees. These were followed by the Synod passing a motion 
in the following terms: - 

 

“That this Synod welcome the establishment of Scottish Faiths Action 
for Refugees as an interfaith body, which includes within its 
membership Christian churches from across Scotland together 
with Interfaith Scotland, the Muslim Council for Scotland and the 
Scottish Council of Jewish Communities, and call on all charges of 
the Scottish Episcopal Church to seek ways of supporting work 
with refugees.” 

 

More information regarding Scottish Faiths Action for Refugees, including 
useful links for congregations, is available from its website:- 

 

http://www.sfar.org.uk/ 
 

B.       Climate Change 
 

The subject of climate change has featured in a number of General Synods in 
recent years. After debate this year the Synod adopted the following 
motion:- 

“That this Synod 
 

a) Welcome the historic agreement of the world’s nations in Paris 
in December 2015 on the need for urgent and substantial reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions, and recognise that creating a 
‘low carbon’ future depends on practical implementation and 
far reaching changes throughout society;  

b) Urge all parts of the Scottish Episcopal Church to play an active 
part in finding means of reducing the consumption of fossil fuels, including   
their use in heating and transport; 

c)    Call upon Scottish and UK Governments to increase financial and 
other incentives for domestic and housing sectors in energy 
saving and renewable energy implementation that will lead to 
the very substantial reductions that are needed and as part of 
this simultaneously to address the issues of fuel poverty which 
currently impact on over a third of households in Scotland; 

http://www.sfar.org.uk/
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d)     Recognising the importance of economic drivers in moving to a low 
carbon energy system, commend the joint discussions which have 
been taking place between the Church in Society and Investment 
Committees and invite the Committees to continue to work together 
and report to General Synod in 2017 on the complex issue of investment 
in the exploration, production and burning of fossil fuels.” 

 

We have contacted both the Scottish and Westminster Governments 
following the passing of the motion. A response from Westminster is 
awaited. The Scottish Government has responded, indicating the 
greenhouse gas emissions in Scotland in 2014 were down by 45.8 
per cent on baseline levels and that Scotland has therefore achieved 
its 2020 target of a reduction by 42 per cent several years early. The 
Scottish Government plans to legislate for a tougher target for 2020, 
namely a reduction by 50 per cent. In relation to fuel poverty, the 
Government has indicated its intention to develop a longer term 
strategy as part of SEEP (Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Programme) 
and this will include the introduction of a Warm Homes Bill. A draft 
energy strategy is to be available by the end of this year which is 
intended to make homes easier to heat and to minimise energy bills 
as well as creating and supporting an energy supply chain across 
Scotland supporting around 4000 jobs a year once fully operational. 
 

Much useful material to assist congregations in helping to reduce their 
carbon footprint or take other steps is available from the website of Eco 
Congregation Scotland:- 
 

      http://www.ecocongregationscotland.org/ 
 

C.        Living Wage 
 

The subject of the Living Wage has featured in several General Synods in 
recent years. In 2015, the Synod commended all congregations already 
paying the Living Wage and urged all congregations to pay the Living 
Wage by 2016. This was followed up this year at Synod by a further 
motion (which does not require any specific action on the part of 
congregations) as follows:- 

 
“That this Synod, aware of the level of poverty in Scotland, recognising 

and valuing the work done by food banks in Scotland and other 
work done at local level by charges in loving service to help 
alleviate the consequences of poverty          

a)       Reaffirm its support for the minimum wage to be set at 
the level of the real Living Wage; 

http://www.ecocongregationscotland.org/
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b)       Call on the relevant public authorities to ensure that 
benefit levels are adequate and that benefits are humanely 
and efficiently administered in order to reduce the need 
for food banks and other support services.” 

             
              We have contacted both the Scottish and Westminster Governments 

following the passing of the motion. A response from Westminster 
is awaited. The Scottish Government has indicated its support for 
the Living Wage. 

 

                  Further information regarding the Living Wage is available from:- 
 

                         http://www.livingwage.org.uk/what-living-wage 
Liz Sidebottom 

Year’s Mind Book 
 

For the past few months, I have been compiling a Year’s Mind book – in 
fact, four Year’s Mind books – one for each quarter of the year.   I have written 
up these books, taking the information from the records contained in the 
Church Death and Funeral records, and it is hoped that in the future, 
these books will be displayed in Church, with the current one opened at 
the day’s date.   That way, the bereaved can see the commemoration of 
their loved one in the book every year on the anniversary of the death or funeral.   
Also, people who visit the Church for prayer may wish to pray for the departed 
whose year’s mind fall on the day of their visit. 
 
Unfortunately, over the years, some of the records have become lost, or have gone 
missing, so there is a strong possibility that there will be some of the departed 
whose names may not appear in the Year’s Mind book. 
 
For this reason, I will shortly be placing a computerised version of the list that 
I have created in Church, so that members of the congregation may examine 
it, and, where necessary, advise me of any omissions, or of any alterations 
that require to be made. 
 
I do look forward to the time when the Year’s Mind book will be complete, 
and ready to be placed on permanent display.                                     
                                     Jim Easton 
 

 

http://www.livingwage.org.uk/what-living-wage
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Do you remember Marjorie Bancroft? 
 
Marjorie Bancroft was very active in All Saints’ in the 1970s, when as Organist, 
she trained the then large choir of men and boys. 
 
Marjorie, who was born on 23 October 1920, died on 10 May 2016; her 
funeral and Thanksgiving Service were held in St Hilda's Priory Chapel, 
Whitby, on Thursday 20 May last. At that well-attended service there were 
two tributes to her - one from a nephew, Peter Kippax, and one from a 
very good friend of Marjorie's, Barbara Benson-Smith MBE who used to 
run her own ballet school and is still involved in Operatic Society shows in 
Whitby.                                                                     Ann Loades/Lorna Walker 
                                                                                    

Afternoon tea – 27 August 2016 
 

A most successful event, held in the Church Hall and described by one 
appreciative customer as the ‘Palm Court’, our Afternoon Tea 
on Bank Holiday Saturday at the end of August was enjoyed by all. 
 

Brisk business on the stalls! Janet and her helpers with a  wonderful 
produce stall, Gerry with some gorgeous photographs and cards, 
Trevor selling plants, Jill with her needlework, and last but not 
least, the busy bottle stall manned by Sandy and Donald. Altogether, 
including ticket sales, we raised over £1,000 towards the urgent 
work needed on the Church roof. 

 

Many thanks to those who set up and dismantled the event and arranged 
advertising, and especially the hard-working kitchen and catering 
team who worked tirelessly making tea and coffee and arranging appetising 
plates of lovely finger sandwiches and cakes that our ‘bakers’ in the 
congregation had produced; also to our young lively waiter and 
waitresses, namely Beth and her friends, who then transformed to become 
part of the star turn in the ‘Palm Court’. Thank you so much, Campbell, 
for your delightful musical efforts all afternoon, both as accompanist 
and at times soloist. How lucky we are also to have Lil, Beth and 
Alasdair and to enjoy their lovely voices. Beth’s young school friend, 
Callum Taylor, who accompanied her, was also most welcome. 

 

We had difficulty at times in finding seats for everyone as visitors lingered 
just to sit in the sunshine and enjoy the musical entertainment whilst eating 
their delicious tea. A great success!                                     Jill Cameron 
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The Spirituality of Wine— Concluding Reflections 
Gisela H. Kreglinger 

Life on my family’s winery has changed. My par-
ents passed on the winery to my sister Gertrud 
and my brother-in-law Herbert. Two of their 
children are now training to become vintners. 
They have to learn the ways of craftsmanship 
just like my father, sister and brother-in-law did. 
It takes many vintages and decades of experience to 
gain the wisdom and knowledge one needs to 
tend to the vines and craft wines well. The 
younger generation can draw from the knowledge 

and wisdom of the older generation. And yet, the younger generation 
has different ideas about what a well-crafted wine might be. They 
bring in new ideas and perhaps recover some old ones. Some things 
change and others do not. The family home, rebuilt during the 
Thirty Years’ War in the seventeenth century, still stands and silently 
gives witness to the generations that come and go. My mother, who 
so loved being in the vineyard and in the garden, has gone home to 
her Creator. As a family we have to find new ways and new rhythms 
of gathering the larger family around the table to share meals and 
celebrate. The memories linger, but the life of the winery hurries 
along as the hustle and bustle continues.  
 

The life of faith also continues. The younger generation has to discover 
for themselves the life of faith and learn the ways of God. We still 
attend the little Lutheran St. Martin’s church in our village where 
our ancestors have worshipped for many generations. Our rich Lu-
theran rituals and traditions still provide the rhythms in which we learn 
to live life in the light of our beliefs and our understanding of God as our 
Creator and Redeemer.  
 

But all is not well. Many vintners of the younger generation in 
Franconia find it hard to connect their lives and their work in the 
vineyard with the Christian faith of their ancestors. The wisdom of 
the past and the understanding of how our Christian faith 
can inform our work in the vineyard seem to be getting lost. We 
have seen that the insights of the vintners do shed light on and 
deepen our understanding of the spirituality of wine. These vintners 
also help us grasp more fully the potent scriptural metaphors for the 
Christian life from the world of wine. The dialogue between Chris-
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tian spirituality and the world of wine is an important one. We 
must not forget the rich insights that the vintners can offer, and 
must trust that Scripture and the Christian tradition can still be 
meaningful and life-giving to those involved in crafting wine for the 
delight and enjoyment of humanity.  

*          *         * 
Jesus’ very first miracle at the wedding of Cana challenges modern 
sentiments. When Jesus turned water into wine he interrupted the 
natural flow of creation. This miracle invites us to believe that creation 
as a gift from God is not a closed system but open to God’s creative 
and redemptive presence i. Rather than seeing God over and against 
creation, this miracle helps us see that God in Jesus Christ entered 
into creation to reveal God’s glory. What is rather remarkable about 
this first miracle is that Jesus came into the world to share and inten-
sify the joy of ordinary people.  
 

Dostoevsky in his great novel The Brothers Karamazov reflects on this 
truth in the chapter called “Cana of Galileeii.”In the novel Alyosha 
had wanted to become a monk in the Russian Orthodox tradition 
and follow in the footsteps of his spiritual father Zosima. But before 
this Father Zosima had challenged Alyosha not to stay in the mon-
astery but to sojourn into the world and live like Christ among the 
Russian people. In the chapter “Cana of Galilee,” Alyosha returns to 
the monastery to keep watch by the coffin of his beloved Father 
Zosima, who holds an icon of his Saviour in his arms. Alyosha’s 
feelings of sorrow are intermingled with a sweetness and even joy 
as he sits and prays by the coffin of his beloved teacher. Half in 
slumber he hears Father Paissy read from the Gospel of John. 
When he recognizes that the reading is the story of the wedding of 
Cana, he perks up and listens attentively. Alyosha exclaims,  
 

I love that passage: it’s Cana of Galilee, the first miracle. 
… Ah, that miracle, ah, that lovely miracle! Not grief, but 
men’s joy Christ visited when he worked his first 
miracle, he helped men’s joy … . ‘He who loves men, 
loves their joy’ …iii 

 

Alyosha marvels at Christ who came to share in the joys of ordinary people. He 
remembers that God gave wine to make glad the hearts of humanity 
and that wine is an expression of God’s love.  
 

It is this story of God’s superabundant generosity in providing 
choice wine at a peasant wedding in Cana that gives Alyosha a renewed 
vision and hope for God’s desire to redeem this world.  
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He now recognizes what his vocation in the world might be. He ponders 
upon the choice wine that was kept until last, and with the eyes of 
faith he begins to understand the deeper meaning of this miracle. 
Without neglecting or minimizing the literal meaning of this first of 
Jesus’ miracles, Dostoevsky, through the eyes of Alyosha, moves on 
to explore its meaning more fully. This wedding feast and the miraculously 
provided abundance of choice wine point to the heavenly wedding banquet 
where the wine of salvation will flow in great abundance and make 
glad the hearts of the people. Alyosha hears Father Zosima speak to 
him as out of a dream, encouraging him to embrace his vocation in 
the world:  

 

‘We are rejoicing,’ … ‘we are drinking new wine, the 
wine of new and great joy. Begin, my dear, begin, my 
meek one, to do your work!’ … ‘Do not be afraid of 
him. Awful in his greatness before us, terrible is his 
loftiness, yet he is boundlessly merciful, he became 
like us out of love, and he is rejoicing with us, transforming 
water into wine, that the joy of the guests may not 
end …’ iv 

 

Alyosha is filled with dread but he now understands that in a broken 
world his vocation is to proclaim God’s forgiveness. He has to help 
the people embrace it so that the wine of salvation can flow freely. 

*        *         * 
The vision of the prophet Isaiah that God will swallow up death, 
wipe away the tears from all faces, and remove the disgrace of his people 
and instead provide a feast of rich food and well-aged wine has begun 
in the life and ministry of Jesus Christ (Isa. 25:6-8; Rev. 21:4). The 
Old Testament prophets instilled in God’s people a longing for a 
future redemption, where the harmonious times of Eden, the garden of 
delight, will be restored. Wine will flow in great abundance. When 
Christ transformed water into a great abundance of wine at the 
wedding of Cana, he provided a powerful sign that in him these 
promises of old have come to be fulfilled.    
 
Rather than seeing the miracle of Cana as mere symbol or picturesque illustration 
hinting at greater spiritual realties, however, we can and must see 
in it the manifestation of God’s presence with his people and his 
desire to redeem all of creation. The gift of wine will always remain 
a visible expression of God’s blessing and his desire to rejoice with 
his people and make them glad.  
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Wine in the Lord’s Supper will always remind us that Christ is the 
choice wine that God poured out for the life of the world. He is the 
noble grape that was crushed in the divine wine press so that the 
world might be reconciled with God and receive everlasting life. Even 
when Christ celebrated the Passover meal with his disciples, he prepared 
them for his departure and taught them that the fulfillment of his 
mission will only come in the future. And like the Old Testament 
prophets who envisioned the great finale in terms of feasting and 
an abundance of wine, so does Jesus envision the completion of all 
things in terms of festive celebration, the reunion with his beloved and the 
drinking of wine: “I tell you, I will never again drink of this fruit of 
the vine until that day when I drink it new with you in my Father’s 
kingdom” (Matt. 26:29; see also Mark 14:25; Luke 21:18). Meanwhile, 
as we enjoy a glass of wine prayerfully, it should always fill us with 
hope and the longing for a future time when Christ will return to 
renew the heavens and the earth. Life will then be like a grand wedding 
banquet where we no longer see God through a glass darkly, but we 
shall see him face to face (Rev. 21:1-4; 1 Cor. 13:12).  
 
i Jürgen Moltmann, The Future of Creation (London: SCM Press, 1979), pp. 115-

19. 
 

ii Thank you to Richard Bauckham for making me aware of and sharing his in-

sights into this beautiful reflection in The Brothers Karamazov.   
 

iii Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 

1992), p. 360. 
 

iv Dostoevsky, Brothers Karamazov, pp. 361-62. 
 

For further information about the author, see her website:  
www.giselakreglinger.com 

 

 

Note from the author: 

Eerdmanns, publishers of ‘The Spirituality of Wine’, are quite 
happy to grant permission to reproduce this piece so long as the 
excerpts are properly cited and also linked to the book’s webpage on 
Eerdmans.com : 

 

http://eerdword.com/product/spiritualityofwine/ 
 

http://eerdword.com/product/spiritualityofwine/
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Book notes — 1 
 

Gisela H. Kreglinger  The Spirituality of Wine 
(Grand Rapids, MN: Eerdmans, 2016);  

pp.xviii+282.: 9780802867896 paperback. 
 

As we know from her three-part piece in our Newsletter, 
Gisela  was quite literally brought up  in her family’s centuries-old 
vineyard, in much need of reconstruction after World War 2,  
so she learned the craft of the whole process of wine-making 
from her earliest years. Observing how wine-tasting evenings 
prompted joy and liveliness1,  herself experiencing ‘a little 
epiphany’ (p.xiv) when she took her first sip of wine (made by 
her family as it happens) at her confirmation, and recalling 
the annual harvest festival celebration in which her church 
was decorated by beautiful branches bearing thick clusters of 
grapes cut by her mother,  she determined to explore ‘the 
theological and spiritual significance of wine for the life of the 
church and for our lives’ (p.xiv). Some of us have enjoyed the 
evenings she organised before she went off on a tour of the 
USA where her book has been well received and reviewed! 
 

In two parts- ‘Sustenance’ and ‘Sustainability’, each with five 
chapters, her focus is on ‘a creation spirituality that sees human 
life in profound relationship to and engagement with the 
earth’(p.1, p. 129, p.137)), and begins unsurprisingly with wine 
in the Bible and its context – wine as gift, food, medicine, cultic 
practices and religious celebrations, and points up the importance 
of a phrase from Wendell Berry of the Bible as ‘an outdoor 
book’(p.16). She reminds readers of the image comparing divine 
judgment to the winepress and its Christological interpretation - 
Christ in the winepress (p.127). Then there are important connections 
to be made with the life of the church2 not least the cultivation 
of the land in viticulture- the combination of sun, rain, soil, 
vines and yeasts (p.140,p.155), and not just a chapter on the 
Lord’s Supper and Christ’s ‘presence in wine’ (the best of 
creation) reminding us of the preciousness of Christ’s blood, a 
literal and spiritual antiseptic bringing healing. We re-learn 
bodiliness and receptivity ( p.81) as well as conviviality, savouring 
wine as we recover our senses(p.111), and learning that communal  
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bonding and  feasting can enhance inspiration and creativity 
(p.98). And we can explore the metaphor of ‘pruning’ as a life-
giving practice in ‘soul care’ (p.216). Attentiveness/Tasting 
God/Tasting Wine lead us to appreciate the vintner as a 
‘practising theologian’ who challenges the forms of Christianity 
too narrow for what the vintner experiences in the vineyard 
(p.135) – a special and sacred vocation ‘to reveal to us the 
splendour and bounty that God placed into creation for us to 
discover and enjoy’.      Ann Loades 
 

1. See her exposition of both text and film of ‘Babette’s Feast’ pp.88-99. 

2. 2. See her quotation from Calvin’s commentary on Ps.104.15 (p.56). 

Book notes — 2 
 

Longstanding members of All Saints’ may well recall Eve 
Poole from the days before she went off to Durham University 
to read Theology- from which she started her career at the 
Church Commissioners in Westminster in 1993. An MBA in 
Edinburgh  led to a position in 1998 working for Deloitte consulting 
as a Change management consultant, teaching at Ashridge 
Business School to teach leadership and ethics, and a PhD at 
Cambridge in Theology and Capitalism. Re-worked, the latter 
was published as The Church on Capitalism: Theology and the 
Market (Palgrave/Macmillan 2010). She has followed this up 
with Capitalism’s Toxic Assumptions: Redefining Next Generation 
Economics (Bloomsbury 2015). She is now an  Associate for 
Ashridge, chairs ‘Faith in Business’ at Ridley Hall, Cambridge, is the 
invited Chair of Gordonstoun School in Moray, is an Associate of 
the St Paul’s Institute (see www.stpaulsinstitute.org.uk- concerned 
with Christian ethical response to the understanding of finance, 
economics and business) and an Associate Research Fellow of 
the William Temple Foundation. which is concerned with shaping 
debate about religion in public l ife. (see 
www.williamtemplefoundation.org.uk)  
 

Eve has written two  most readable and helpfully provocative 
‘Temple Tracts’ available as e-books to download: Ethical 
Consumerism and God and Money . In the first of these she  

http://www.stpaulsinstitute.org.uk-
http://www.williamtemplefoundation.org.uk
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reminds her readers of what may well be all too familiar by 
now- that the ‘top’ 1% own ½% of the capital and the bottom 
50% have no savings. There is nothing inevitable about a 
situation that has the global super-rich supported by government 
policy. Her critique finds its resources in Roman Catholic social 
teaching  (which prioritises the common good) and the analysis 
by Peter Selby (former Bishop of Worcester) which anticipated 
recent financial disasters, on the interplay between idolatry 
and human weakness, and the apparent  ‘untouchability’ of 
those responsible for a situation in which debt mortgages the 
future, restricts choice and possibilities and trammels human 
freedom. Most recently, Justin Welby as Archbishop of Canterbury, 
has become an advocate for ‘creativity, gratuity, solidarity and 
subsidiarity’- the latter notion familiar in ‘social theology’ and 
concerned with returning responsibility to communities. It is 
worth remembering one fact at least from this first ‘Tract’ 
which is that if we spend £1 on a local enterprise, 1.76 %  of it 
stays in the local economy, whereas if we spend £1 in a 
‘national’ chain, only 36p stays ‘local’. 
 

In the second Tract Eve focuses closely and much to the point 
on what we do with our resources, making constructive suggestions 
for an ‘individual audit’. We do not find our identity in the attempt 
to pursue ‘insatiable desires’ but in contributing to our mutual 
flourishing. So the £1 we may spend locally, given a 
‘multiplier 3 methodology’ may be worth 400% overall given 
the ‘complex adaptive systems’ in which we participate 
whether we realise it or not. ‘Systems’ can indeed be ‘nudged’ 
and our individual choices do make a difference. In respect of 
money, we need to ask where we can make our resources 
more effective, and in respect of time (managing ourselves) 
we need to ask where we should best spend our time – more 
work on relationships perhaps, more attention to the environment, 
to ourselves as  one of ‘God’s precious creatures’? 
 

It is arguable that all too much of our inherited theology simply 
does not engage with our present crises and concerns, but 
Eve’s work provides us with excellent examples of how to 
think and act appropriately as theologians, one and all. 

Ann Loades 
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Finding repatriated WW1 grave markers  
Message from the General Synod Office 

 

During The Great War, the fallen had their graves marked with 
simple inscribed wooden crosses. In the early 1920s the Imperial War 
Graves Commission (now the Commonwealth WGC) set about replacing 
these markers with the now familiar Portland headstones. 
 

Many of the original wood markers were returned to families 
in the UK, some were retrieved by families who went themselves 
to the Western Front (and other places) to retrieve them. The 
majority were placed in local churches or church halls, and 
some in private collections. As the remains of many of the 
fallen were not returned to the UK but buried where they fell, 
having something tangible close by must have been a great 
comfort to families who lost a loved one. 
 

Almost 100 years later these markers still survive. ‘The Returned’ 
is a project that a number of amateur historians are undertaking 
to record for posterity these surviving markers.  More details: 

http://thereturned.co.uk. 
 

If you know of any such wooden markers in your locality or elsewhere, 
please let us know so that we can survey them.  

 
Email contact: scott@noble-scotland.co.uk or write to Scott Galloway:  

6A St Andrew Street, Alyth, Perthshire, PH11 8AT                
Thank you. 

http://thereturned.co.uk
mailto:scott@noble-scotland.co.uk
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Interested in Lending an Ear?  
NHS and ‘Spiritual Care’ 

 

Following up a notice in the pew sheet for 14 August,  I booked myself 
in with Lynne Downie (01382 423110; lynne.downie@nhs.net) for 
an introductory session on ‘spiritual care’ in the NHS—both government 
and NHS policy in Scotland. ‘Spiritual care’ most emphatically does 
not mean getting people interested in, let alone committed to, a 
‘religion’ of any kind. What it at least includes is giving each person full 
attention, listening to them in a wholly non-judgmental way, honouring 
their perspective on their situation, at a time when they are likely to 
need someone to listen to them in a way they may never have experienced 
before in their lives. The gift of having time for someone is the essence 
of the care being offered. (There is a separate scheme for NHS staff at 
any and all levels- it is easy to forget the stresses and difficulties 
they experience). 
 

The scheme for ‘spiritual care’ for patients and for which volunteers in the 
community are needed depends on people being willing eventually 
– after some ‘training’ – to give up an afternoon or morning a week 
on a regular basis in one of two locations: either a GP surgery or a hospital 
ward. It is worth noting at this stage that GPs are overwhelmingly 
grateful for the provision of ‘listeners’ at their surgeries. They have on 
average approximately ten minutes available for each appointment 
made for them. A volunteer listener offers a full fifty minutes of listening 
time to each individual who comes to see them. On average- maybe 
after two or three sessions – the experience of being listened to 
helps them sort themselves out- for which most are deeply thankful. 
Being attached to a hospital ward as a listener there is somewhat 
different – the overwhelming anxiety there tends to be ‘How will 
my family cope if.....?’ or ‘Can you stay with me until my family arrive?’- 
again, the hospital staff themselves simply do not have the time to offer 
the time patients need. Time spent listening to patients is again much valued by 
patients and staff- if only because it can relieve anxiety at what may 
be a very worrying time. The basic introduction I attended  – about 
twelve of us gathered- was organised and steered by two cheerful  
ministers – one male, one female (no denomination specified) who 
have long experience of ‘chaplaincy’ . (The word itself needs care – 
say ‘chaplain’ to all too many people and they immediately think 
they are going to have ‘religion stuffed down their throats’, alas!)  
 

We began by  chatting to our immediate neighbour as it were – after a 
few minutes being able to introduce one another to the rest of the group 
by first name, two hobbies, and favourite chocolate or fruit!  
 

mailto:423110/lynne.downie@nhs.net
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Also, one by one we were invited to say why we were attending this 
first group meeting and were interested in the scheme. In small 
groups we filled in a big sheet of paper contributing to what we 
thought ‘spirituality’ might mean, and what ‘spiritual care’ might 
amount to – no right or wrong answers here, so long as ‘listening’ and 
honouring and respecting the other person and their story was in focus. 
There was remarkable consensus in the group. In conclusion, we could opt 
for either or both of GP or hospital attachments, and depending on 
which, would attend an absolute minimum of six or eight two-hour 
training sessions in the coming weeks. If accepted as a volunteer, it might 
be that someone would be steered away from their first preference; 
and some sort of feedback/mentoring would be required and valued as volunteer 
skills and experience develop. It is clear that volunteers themselves 
gain in sympathy and insight from offering their time. 
 

There are two introductory sessions and two groups of training weeks 
a year. The next one (which I shall attend again and commit myself 
to the training weeks) is in FEBRUARY. It would be good if someone 
else might consider contributing to this scheme? If so, please be in 
touch with Lynne Downie (contact details at the top of this piece). 
Meetings are held in the Royal Victoria Hospital in Dundee (Perth 
Road and turn into Glamis Road) – lots of free parking, nearest bus 
stop is Jedburgh Road and walk from there. If anyone is interested, 
I could give them a lift!                                                            Ann Loades 
 

How would YOU like to receive your Newsletter in future? 
 

1. As hard copy, to be collected in the Hall? 
2. By post? 
3. By email? 

4. By viewing it on All Saints’ website: - 

www.allsaints-standrews.org.uk  
 

(Option 4 is obviously the most cost-effective for All Saints’) 
 

Please contact Ann or Eileen  (see below) with any change  
to your current preferences! 

 

ann.loades@allsaints-standrews.org.uk 
& 

 eileen.reynolds@allsaints-standrews.org.uk 
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For a little light relief!    Why the flood came…… 

 

And the Lord said unto Noah:- 
 Where is the Ark which I have commanded thee to build? 
And Noah said unto the Lord:- 
 Verily I have had three carpenters off ill. The gopher wood supplier hath 
let me down – yea, even though the gopher wood hath been on order for nigh 
twelve months. The damp course specialist hath not turned up.  What can I do, O 
Lord? 
And the Lord said unto Noah:- 
 I want that ark finished after seven days and seven nights. 
And the Lord said unto Noah :- 
 It will be so. 
And it was not so. 
And the Lord said unto Noah:- 
 What seemeth to be the trouble this time? 
And Noah said unto the Lord:- 
 Mine subcontractor hath gone bankrupt. The pitch which Thou commandest 
me to put on the outside and the inside of the ark hath not arrived. The plumber 
hath gone on strike. 
Noah rent his garments and said:- 
 The glazier departeth on holiday to Majorca – yea, even though I offered 
him double time. Shem, my son who helpeth me on the ark side of the business, 
hath formed a pop group with his brothers Ham and Japheth. Lord, I am undone. 
The gopher wood is definitely in the warehouse. Verily and the gopher wood 
supplier waiteth only upon his servant to find the invoices before he delivereth the 
gopher wood to me. 
And the Lord grew angry and said unto Noah:- 
 What about the animals? Of fowls after their kind, and of every creeping 
thing of the earth after his kind, two of every sort have I ordered to come to 
thee, to keep alive. Where, for example, are the giraffes? And where are the clean 
beasts, the male and female, to keep their seed alive upon the face of the earth? 
And Noah said:- 
 The van cometh on Tuesday, and yea, it will be so. 
And the Lord said to Noah:- 
 How about the unicorns? 
And Noah wrung his hands, and wept, saying:- 
 Lord, they are a discontinued line. Thou canst not get unicorns for love nor 
money. 
And God said:- 
 Where are the monkeys and the bears and the hippopotami, and the elephants, 
and the zebras and the hartebeests, two of each kind, and of the fowls of the air 
by sevens and the male and the female? 
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And Noah said unto the Lord:- 
 They have been delivered to the wrong address but should arrive on Friday: all 
save the fowls of the air by sevens, for it hath just been told unto me that fowls 
of the air are sold only in half dozens. 
And Noah kissed the earth and said:- 
 Lord, Lord, Thou knowest in Thy wisdom what it is like with delivery 
dates. 
And the Lord in his wisdom said:- 
 Noah, my son, I  knowest – why else dost thou think that I have caused a 
flood to descend upon the earth? 
 

‘Why the flood came’ appeared originally in the parish magazine of  

All Saints, Worlingham 

Christmas is coming….. 
have YOU done your shopping? 

 

Do YOU ever shop online?  For jewellery, pet food, books, CDs , DVDs, home 

computer supplies, appliances both large and small, clothes,  etc etc etc? 

Would YOU like to raise money for the Church at no cost to yourself?  

It’s easy! 

Instead of going direct to e.g. Amazon, John Lewis, Marks and Spencer or 

wherever, go first of all to the Easy Fundraising site : 

easyfundraising.org.uk 

then select All Saints’ Scottish Episcopal Church as your favourite charity, then 

from there go to your selected retailer’s site as usual – there is a huge list from 

which to make your choice - and proceed with your purchase as normal. The retailer 

then donates a percentage of the purchase price of what you have bought 

to the nominated organisation – i.e. All Saints’ Scottish Episcopal 

Church – and advises you accordingly, usually a few days later. These donations 

will then – normally quarterly – be transferred by the Easy Fundraising 

organisation to the Church’s account.  It’s easy and painless, and will be of 

great help with our current fund-raising efforts.  At the time of going to Press, 14 

members of All Saints’ have raised £354.77 for All Saints’ in this way. Thank 

you!                                 Eileen E Reynolds 
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Congregational Conversation: 
 with Edmund Robertson 

 

Edmund’s father  (born in 1912) was one of the members of 
the Polish army fortunate and determined enough to leave his 
home country ahead of the invading German army in 1939. 
Edmund Chojnacki trekked through Bulgaria, north Italy and 
France to reach the coast at the time of the disaster of Dunkirk, 
finding himself a place on whatever boat was available to get 
himself across the Channel.   Once settled in St Andrews he 
and Edmund’s mother met  others who had fled mainland 
Europe, including  Tadeusz Slebarski, who had studied astronomy 
at Krakow and later was a Lecturer in Astronomy at St Andrews 
University, with an Italian wife, mother of Helena, who was to 
become the wife of Edmund the younger. Edmund himself 
was born in 1943, baptised in All Saints’, involved in the liturgy 
from the age of five as a ‘boat boy’, and later as a server 
(alongside Jimmy McCabe and Tom Keracher). In those days, 
all the servers were male, as was the choir. 
 

Madras College ran a kindergarten, and having begun there, 
Edmund flourished throughout his school career, warmly encouraged 
in his desire to become a mathematician by the father of 
Marie-Louise who became Bishop Wilson, and left Madras as 
‘Dux’ in Science as he went off to read a Joint Honours Degree 
in Pure and Applied Mathematics in the days when Dundee 
and St Andrews were all one university. His progress was assisted 
by a grant from the Madras Trust (money left by the Andrew 
Bell Fund) of which Edmund himself has for many years  been 
a Trustee, and which provided funds for those pupils needing 
help through school and university years, (some years ago, 
even funding postgraduate studies). Edmund also remains the 
school’s Archivist. Clearly the sort of person who should tackle 
a PhD (in algebra: ‘infinite dimensional matrices’); the question 
was where? He had the good fortune to be alert to the  beginnings of  
Warwick University (1965) whose Department of Mathematics 
was up and running at all levels in its very first year given the 
drive and initiative of its first Professor of Mathematics, Chris 
Zeeman, who had seized the opportunity to leave Cambridge. 
There Edmund completed an MSc in his first year before  
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gaining his PhD.  Church life was  nearby in All  Saints’, Leamington, 
with a fine priest who had left Wales after his involvement in the 
tragedy of Aberfan, and no doubt much relieved to find young 
men like Edmund among his team of servers! 
 

Edmund  job-hunted in Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Newcastle and 
St Andrews, and began by accepting a one-year temporary lectureship 
in St Andrews, which he was very fortunate to be able to shift 
into an assistant lectureship - the initial stage of his permanent 
position there.  He continued to live with his parents in Lamond 
Drive. From there in 1970 he married Helena, herself a 
mathematician, who taught in Glenrothes and Cupar, before 
committing herself with enthusiasm to full-time support of 
Edmund and of their two boys (also mathematicians!). Colin 
(born in 1974), with a beloved German wife (an artist) and 
small son, was working in finance in Hong Kong when he was 
heartbreakingly killed in a road accident in 2014. David,  the 
younger son (born in 1978) also  a mathematician, is married 
with four children (two boys, two girls), lives in Dunbar, and 
travels to Berwickshire High School in Duns in which he 
heads the Mathematics Department, and like his parents, is a 
fine chess player. 
 

Edmund’s own career in St Andrews went from strength to 
strength, promoted first to Senior Lecturer and then in 1995 
to a professorship, clearly focused on teaching, research and 
administration, but without making research the be-all-and 
end-all of his life. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society 
of Edinburgh in 1997. Elected as Head of the School of Mathematics 
(Pure and Applied), Statistics and Computer Science (the latter 
shed part way through his stint of three years-plus-one 1997-
2001) in the bracing period when Struther Arnott was Principal, 
research was supported by an admirable postgraduate as his 
research assistant, Nik Ruskuc. On being freed up from running 
his department, he chaired the Scientific Committee of the 
British Mathematics Colloquium 2005-2008..  And already 
his work was developing in a wholly original way in tandem 
with one of his colleagues, John O’Connor. 
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In 1988 the Department of Mathematics had gained a whole 
laboratory of computers. Developing software for teaching 
purposes, putting it on the Web and in addition illuminating 
the origins of mathematics in the lives of actual human beings 
in their own particular circumstances revitalised interest in 
mathematics across countries and cultures. Recognition of 
the importance of Edmund and John O’Connor’s enterprise 
came in 1994 when their work was shortlisted for the European 
Academic Software Award. Visiting Heidelberg for the last 
stage of the competition they were understandably delighted 
to discover that the Award was theirs!  On retirement in 
2008, Edmund was able to turn his attention to MacTutor 
material full time. To follow was the Hirst Prize of the London 
Mathematical Society awarded in November 2015 in London, 
at which ceremony not only Helena but Dr Ian Michael were 
present. Those of us who never scaled the heights of mathematics as 
Edmund and his family have done in their various ways were 
able to taste just something  of his hugely entertaining style of 
lecturing to a non-specialist audience  in April 2016 at a meeting 
of the London Mathematical Society held in St Andrews. In 
September 2016 he lectured at a meeting entitled 
‘Mathematical Biography: A celebration of MacTutor’ organised 
by the British Society for the History of Mathematics. Readers 
of the All Saints’ Newsletter may remember an extract of the 
sort of material presented to the audience on these occasions  
from the Newsletter for Pentecost 2016. 
 

Helena and Edmund have given a great deal to All Saints’ over 
the years, from  serving in the Ladyhead café, Agape refreshments  
and the book rota, to Edmund’s supporting our former Rec-
tor, Jonathan Mason, through so many trying meetings over 
the All Saints’ Trust as a key member of Vestry with a long mem-
ory of All Saints’. Nowadays freer to travel and to enjoy grandchil-
dren and their parents, we hope they will continue to accom-
pany us in what we can make of the All Saints’ community in 
the years to come.                                                                  Ann 
Loades 
 

Edmund’s article on Bishop P H Wilson will follow in the next 
Newsletter. 
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Notes from the Vestry - 14 October, 2016 
 

The Vestry met on 12th September and 10th October and the next meeting 
is planned for 14th November.  As you can see, the work is relentless! 
 

New Treasurer. Many of you will know that Ian Palfrey, our one-time 
Independent Examiner, has now fully retired from Henderson Black, Accountants 
and has volunteered to take up the post of Treasurer on Vestry from 
Trevor Sidebottom, who will continue to look after the All Saints’ Trust 
properties that are rented out.  Ian has been co-opted onto Vestry pending 
the AGM, when he will stand for election.  We are delighted to have Ian on 
board.  A challenging budget for the financial year 2016/2017 has been 
approved by Vestry and it will require careful management through the 
coming year.  We currently have a number of regular gift-aided offerings, 
both through the weekly envelope scheme and also through direct debits 
through the banking system.  This is very helpful to the Church in providing a 
“certain” level of giving each month.  If you would like to join either 
scheme, please speak to Ian Palfrey or any member of Vestry for the appropriate 
form: forms are also available on the table under the pulpit.  For those 
who are able, a little extra each month would be so much appreciated. 
 

Two new groups have started, both in the Rectory:   

 the Julian Prayer Group takes place on the 4th Friday of the 
month; 

 a First Friday Film Night has now begun. 
Further details from the Rector or on the Porch Notice-board. 

 

The Pastoral Visiting Team (now known as the “Visiting Team”) has 
met recently.  One of our action points from our Mission Action Plan was 
to ensure that those unable to attend services on a regular basis were kept 
in contact with All Saints’ and the Visiting Team is providing this crucial 
link.  The Liturgy Booklet has proved very popular with many copies disappearing!  
A new print run is in preparation for Advent.   
 
 
 

Church Property The Wardens have been kept busy with all the work 
on the property front, which continues apace.  A Quinquennial Review (a 
five-yearly survey of the conditions of the All Saints’ properties) will be 
done soon to inform Vestry of the state of the buildings and ensure we 
have the requisite paperwork in place if we were to submit an application 
to the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) for a grant towards the repair of the 
leaking roof of the Church (exterior and interior).  Additional fund-raising 
will be required for the repair, as the HLF will only provide a proportion of 
the total costs if we were successful in our bid.   

 

If any member of the congregation requires help with transport 
or is willing to car share, please let Fr Alasdair know. 
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In the meantime, authorisation has been obtained to allow temporary repair of 
the lead roof with bitumen tape to prevent any more damage being done.  
Work will also be carried out soon to repair a leak in the roof of the old 
Boiler Room (under the Green Room).  Minor works within the Church 
Halls are also in progress.  35 North Street has been vacated by the previous 
tenant, Yew Tree Trading, and Vestry are in the process of arranging the re-letting 
of the property.  New doors and a repair to the rear window are being undertaken.   
 

The Induction Loop system in the Church is being refurbished and 
this work should be complete by the end of October.  Mr John Beaton has 
taken on the care of Castle Wynd Garden from the McGees; we should 
like to thank the McGees for all their care of the garden in years past, and 
to wish John Beaton a happy custodianship of the garden.  The Wardens 
and the Rector have been delighted to accept Mr Lawrence Reynolds’ assistance in 
reviewing the Fire Safety Recommendations around the Church property, 
continuing work already undertaken to implement the recommendations received. 
 

Dawn Reed, our cleaner for a number of years, has decided that her 
new full-time job as a Social Worker now must take precedence, and new 
cleaners have been employed.  Spotless Cleaning are a local, Polish family 
firm.  Thank you, Dawn, for all your help, and we wish you all the best in 
your new career. 
 

The Rectory Refurbishment Project is now complete.  This has been 
a major task with many people involved in making it happen.  I think we 
must say a big thank you to the Rector and his family for “putting up” with 
what can only be described as a building site for much of their first year at 
All Saints’.  Another big thank you to Lawrence Reynolds for being the 
project manager and liaising with the Contractors, James Aird and Sons, 
Crail, who have carried out the remedial works to a very high standard, as 
I am sure any visitors to the Rectory can vouch for.  The Project Team - 
Ann Loades, Donald Duval, Liz and Trevor Sidebottom – have been grateful 
for the support of all members of the congregation who have worked so 
hard to contribute to the fund-raising required to complete the project.  
An application to the Common Good Fund of St Andrews has resulted in a 
grant of £10,000 towards the work, and a final settling of the accounts has 
resulted in a return of over £4,000 from HMRC through the good offices 
of Mr Aird. 
 

Vestry is now looking at finalising the accounts at its next meeting in 
preparation for the  

I hope we shall see you there.                     Liz Sidebottom, Vestry Secretary                                                      

       
 
 

AGM which takes place on Sunday, 11th December  
after the 10.00 Eucharist Service.   
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REVISED DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
  

SUNDAY 13 NOVEMBER - REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY 

Act of Remembrance during 1000 Sung Mass 
 

THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER –  

LUCY MENZIES COMMEMORATION 

Spiritual readings & contemplative prayer from 1630 leading to Evening 

Prayer at 1730 
 

 SUNDAY 27 NOVEMBER - ADVENT SUNDAY 

Advent Carol Service and Reception at 1800 
 

WEDNESDAY 30 NOVEMBER – ST ANDREW THE APOSTLE 

Sung Mass with Reception at 1800 
 

SATURDAY 3 DECEMBER  - ST NICHOLAS FAIR 

1400 – 1600 IN MAIN HALL;  OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
 

SUNDAY 4 DECEMBER - SECOND SUNDAY OF ADVENT 

St Nicholas Fair after 1000 Sung Mass (11.30—1400 in Main Hall) 
 

SUNDAY 11 DECEMBER - THIRD SUNDAY OF ADVENT 

AGM following 1000 Eucharist Service 
 

SUNDAY 18 DECEMBER - FOURTH SUNDAY OF ADVENT 
 

SATURDAY 24 - CHRISTMAS EVE 

Carols at 2300 followed by Midnight Mass at 2330 
 

SUNDAY 25 - CHRISTMAS DAY 

1000 Sung Mass - no 0800 Said Mass 

1800 Evening Prayer 

ST NICHOLAS FAIR 
 

   Saturday 3 December:  Open to the Public 
 1400 – 1600 Main Hall    

 

   Sunday 4 December - Second Sunday of Advent 
 11.30—1400 Main Hall, after 1000 Sung Mass 

 

Contributions of items for sale on the various stalls  
will be most welcome! 

 

Please contact Berenice Smith—01382 542 935 
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Thinking of others! 

Various organisations across the North East of Fife, including Storehouse, 
are participating in this year’s  

TOY DRIVE 
1-30 November 

 
Donations will be collected and then distributed to Children and Families in need. 

We will be collecting for Boys and Girls between 0-18 years. 
 

All gifts must be NEW and UNWRAPPED. 
 

Needing ideas to get you started? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please leave your donations in the usual Storehouse collection point  
in Church for Ann Loades to collect and drop off. 

 

Thank you! 
 

Puzzles Art Supplies 

Books Musical Toys 

Building Blocks Lego 

Riding Toys Stuffed Animals 

Push Toys Trucks 

Jigsaws Action Figures 

Dolls Board Games 

Dressing-up clothes Science Sets 

Electronics Gift Vouchers 

Toiletries Sets Scarf & Gloves 

Pyjamas Jewellery 

Purses and Wallets Bath Products 

Make-up Sets Sports Equipment 

DVDs (U, PG, 12 & 15) 


